Decreases in free cholesterol and fatty acid unsaturation in renal cell carcinoma demonstrated by breath-hold magnetic resonance spectroscopy.
THE INCREASED USE OF CROSS-SECTIONAL imaging has resulted in the detection of many more tumors at an early stage compared with the era prior to this capacity (23) . The crucial feature in characterizing renal masses is in demonstrating the presence or absence of enhancement following the administration of contrast media with either computed tomography (CT) or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) (14, 20) . The demonstration of enhancement indicates a vascular supply and, in effect, excludes simple cysts. However, enhancement can occur in both benign and malignant neoplasms. Given an estimated incidence of renal cell carcinoma (RCC) in the United States at ϳ31,000 cases/yr, the increased need for characterization of renal masses detected by imaging, and the influx of new therapies under investigation, further refinement for renal mass characterization is needed. Currently, the main role of imaging is to aid in the distinction of enhancing renal masses that require surgical therapy from those that do not. In addition, imaging has an important role in monitoring the response to therapy to aid identification of patients who respond to treatment and those in whom treatment fails.
Symptoms from RCC are generally caused by either local spread of the tumor, causing pain, hematuria, or flank mass, or from the manifestations of distant metastatic spread. Patients with RCC whose tumors are discovered incidentally while still asymptomatic are most likely to be cured (24) . About one-third of patients with RCC have metastatic disease at the time of diagnosis. For these patients, the 5-yr survival rate is Ͻ10%, and the most beneficial therapeutic course is still under investigation. The success rate of chemotherapy is poor. Nephrectomy of the diseased kidney or a solitary metastasis and radiotherapy have been shown to alleviate some symptoms and pain. Immunotherapy studies with interferon-␣, interleukin-2, a combination of these cytokines with 5-fluorouracil, and autolymphocyte therapy have been associated with a response rate of ϳ6 -21% (7, 16, 17, 24, 28, 30) . New approaches such as antiangiogenic therapy are currently being investigated extensively in several centers, including our own medical centers (15) . Because of the limited response rate to all known treatments, a sensitive assessment of early response to treatment is desirable.
The noninvasive characterization of renal lesions has, therefore, important implications for the diagnosis of renal malignancies and treatment monitoring. Methods to assess tumor response to a variety of treatment regimes have been largely based on the measurements of tumor size. Unlike the tumor response to effective conventional chemotherapy, effective treatment with newer antiangiogenic agents may result in tumor dormancy without tumor shrinkage. As a result, the traditional assessment of any antitumor effect by sequential measurements of tumor size using noninvasive imaging modalities may not be useful in assessing the response to antian-giogenic treatments. Of the imaging modalities that are commonly used for tumor imaging, dynamic enhanced MRI offers the advantages of high contrast and temporal resolution, lack of ionizing radiation, and excellent soft tissue definition. In addition, the availability of a contrast agent approved for human use (gadolinium-diethylene-triamine pentaacetic acid) that is safe in patients with renal insufficiency is a particular advantage in this group of patients (8, 19, 20) . As an adjunct to this modality, proton magnetic resonance spectroscopy (MRS) has been shown to aid in tissue characterization in the brain, breast, and prostate using metabolic markers of malignancy (9, 12, 18, 31) .
The purpose of this study was to investigate whether there are metabolic differences between healthy renal tissue and RCC that could be observed in vivo by MRS. A multiple breath-hold strategy was used for the MRS exam in the abdomen, because this method has been shown to improve the spectral resolution and detection of small signals as it markedly decreased the adverse effects of respiratory motion such as outof-voxel contamination and phase and frequency variations (11) .
MATERIALS AND METHODS
End-expiratory breath-hold MRS data were acquired in the kidneys of 10 healthy volunteers (5 men, 5 women, mean age 26 yr, after 4 h of fasting) and in RCC tumors of 14 patients who participated on an IRB-approved phase I trial of a vascular endothelial growth factor receptor inhibitor, PTK787/ZK222584 (Novartis Pharmaceuticals, East Hanover, NJ, and Schering, Berlin, Germany) in patients with metastatic RCC (6) . As part of this study, tumor response was monitored by MRI and spectroscopy. This report focuses on the MRS data in patients before initiation of the antiangiogenic treatment.
Eligible patients had metastatic RCC and Ն1 site of measurable or evaluated disease as determined by Southwestern Oncology Group (SWOG) solid tumor response criteria. Other eligibility criteria included age Ͼ18 yr, Karnofsky performance status Ն70, adequate hematological and organ function, and a life expectancy Ն3 mo.
The studies were performed on a 3T scanner (Signa LX, General Electric, Waukesha, WI) equipped with a body coil (transmit) and a receive only torso-phased array surface coil (Gore, Newark, DE) as previously described (11) . Frame-by-frame single voxel (2 ϫ 2 ϫ 2 cm 3 ) point resolved spectroscopy (PRESS) (1) acquisitions were performed using the PRESS-CSI pulse sequence (GE Medical Systems), with an echo time of 144 ms, repetition time of 2,000 ms, spectral width of 5,000 Hz, and 512 points, without outer voxel suppression. The localization pulses have been described elsewhere (13) . Crusher gradients of 32-mT/m amplitude and a duration of 4 ms (maximum crusher width) were equally spaced around the 180°pulses with 10-ms spacing. Partial water suppression was achieved using chemical shift-selective (CHESS) pulses, adjusted manually. The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the residual water signal was ϳ20 in a single scan. Linear shims were used to correct the B0 inhomogeneity across the investigated voxel. MRS frames were stored and processed individually.
Each breath hold included two dummy scans and eight acquisition frames. Eight sets of single end-expiratory breath-holds (20 s each) were typically acquired per voxel. For the healthy kidneys, the MRS voxel was positioned within the renal parenchyma, using the axial plane, at the level of the hilum of each kidney, to maximize renal tissue within the sample voxel. For the tumors, the MRS voxel was positioned at the center of the tumor. In those patients with RCCs in whom the normal contralateral kidney was visible in the same imaging plane to that of the tumor (or within 4 cm of that imaging plane), MRS data were obtained from the tumor-free contralateral kidney.
Spectral processing was performed using SAGE (Spectra Analysis by General Electric, a commercially available software package, GE Medical Systems). The free induction decays were phase corrected frame by frame, zero filled to 2,048 points, processed with a line broadening of 10 Hz, and Fourier transformed. The eight breath-hold data sets were summed to maximize the SNR. The spectra were visually inspected before summation to verify reproducible water and lipid signal amplitudes and their relative content. Peak amplitude was determined using the peak height in the frequency domain. The noise peak-to-peak amplitude was determined in the frequency domain as well. Noise root mean square (rms) was approximated by dividing the noise peak-to-peak amplitude by 2.8. Of the four data sets, acquired by each of the receiver coils in the phased array coil, the data set with the highest signal-to-noise ratio (nearest to the MRS voxel) was selected for further analysis. The signal-to-noise ratio (peak amplitude divided by the noise rms) of this dataset was standardized to 8 breath holds (64 scans, 2.1 min) and a 6.4-cm distance from the nearest surface coil (of the phased array coil). The signal-to-noise ratio was linearly normalized to the distance of the MRS voxel from the nearest surface coil because, to a first approximation, with the coil size and the anatomic sites investigated here, the reception of a surface coil decreases linearly with the distance from the coil (21) . This distance was approximated by determining the shortest anterior-posterior distance from the MRS voxel to the perimeters of the body (using electronic calipers on soft copy MR images), whereas the torso array coil was wrapped around the patient's abdomen.
RESULTS
The MRS study of the kidneys of healthy volunteers utilized abdominal MRI for the selection of the MRS region of interest (MRS voxel). An axial single-shot fast-spin echo (SSFSE) image of the abdomen of one of the volunteers is shown in Fig.  1A . The location of the MRS voxel in the kidney is outlined by a white square and marked with an arrow. The average distance of the MRS voxels in the kidneys to the nearest surface coil was 6.4 Ϯ 0.9 cm (n ϭ 20). Figure 1B shows a typical breath-hold spectrum of the healthy kidney (voxel shown in Fig. 1A ). The main observed resonances were at 5.4 -5.6 ppm (arrow), attributed to C6 of cholesterol and the unsaturated protons of the olefinic region of fatty acids; 4.7 ppm, attributed to the residual water signal (the peak was cut due to enlargement of the spectrum); 3.2 ppm, attributed to trimethylamine moiety of choline metabolites; 1.3 ppm, attributed to the methylenes of fatty acids, triglycerides, and phospholipids; and ϳ0.9 ppm, attributed to the terminal methyls of fatty acids, triglycerides, and phospholipids and cholesterol methyls. Resonances at 2.1-2.2 and at 2.5-2.6 ppm, attributed to the methylenes of cholesterol and fatty acids as well as amino acids, were occasionally detected. The expanded chemical shift range of the same spectrum showing the resonance at 5.4 ppm is shown in Fig. 1C . The same chemical shift range in a spectrum of another healthy kidney from a different volunteer is shown in Fig. 1D . The mean signal-to-noise ratio of the resonances in the healthy kidneys is summarized in Table 1 . The signal-to-noise ratio of these resonances was similar in the kidneys on both sides.
The MRS exam was then performed in the RCC tumors, some of which were metastatic tumors. Of the 14 patients evaluated by MRS, the majority (86%) had clear cell carcinoma as their primary tumor type, 36% were women, and the median age was 59 yr. The median number of metastatic sites was two (range, 1-3 sites), and the median number of prior systemic therapies was one. Figure 2A demonstrates an axial image of the abdomen of one of the patients. The location of the MRS voxel in the center of the RCC tumor is outlined by a solid white line. Figure 2B shows the breath-hold spectrum of the tumor that is shown in Fig. 2A . Note the presence of prominent resonances at 3.2 and 1.3 ppm and the absence of the resonance at 5.4 ppm. The mean signal-to-noise ratios of the resonances in the tumors are summarized in Table 1 . The signal at 5.4 ppm was detected in only 2 of the 14 patients. In addition, in those spectra where this signal was detected there was a large signal at 1.3 ppm, indicating a high lipid concentration in these two MRS voxels. Thus it is conceivable that a large part of the signal at 5.4 ppm that was detected in these two tumors was due, in part, to a large concentration of lipids (and their unsaturated portion) in the voxel. To emphasize the role of cholesterol and unsaturated fatty acids, the ratio of the signal at 5.4 ppm to that of 1.3 ppm was calculated (Table 1) . This ratio was found to be 19-fold lower in RCC (tied P ϭ 0.0003 on a Mann-Whitney U-test).
To investigate the potential influence of line width variations on the results, the full width at half-height of the signal at 3.2 ppm was determined in the healthy kidneys and the RCC tumors and found to be similar (19.7 Ϯ 4.3 and 18.5 Ϯ 4.6 Hz, respectively).
MRS data were obtained from the tumor-free contralateral kidney in four RCC patients (see MATERIALS AND METHODS). Figure 1E demonstrates the MRS spectrum of such a tumorfree kidney in a patient. The spectrum was enlarged to emphasize the signal at 5.4 ppm. This signal was present in all of the unaffected kidneys (4/4) that were investigated. In the other patients, either the kidneys were not disease free or the unaffected renal tissue was outside the MRS sampling plane. In the latter circumstance, the MRS examination of unaffected renal parenchyma would have required either the repositioning the patient and the torso coil or a separate, dedicated MRS evaluation, both pursuits too lengthy for completion of the required protocol.
DISCUSSION
The MRS determination of metabolite concentrations is relative rather than absolute and requires the acquisition of a reference signal. In MRS of the brain, the creatine signal has been found to be close to 10 mM under a variety of conditions and in most brain areas. For this reason, the creatine signal has been used as an internal reference for the determination of concentration in the brain. However, in the breast and prostate none of the MRS signals appears to be detected at a constant level, and therefore these tissues lack an internal reference for MRS examinations. Because of our early stage in the evolution of breath-hold MRS in the abdomen, which enabled the current investigation in the kidney, we have yet to determine whether the spectra of renal tissue contain a signal that can be used as an internal reference. Instead, we used the noise as a basis for comparison between the signals of healthy and malignant tissue. In our experience, the body coil loading was similar from case to case and, as the same voxel size was used throughout the study, the use of signal-to-noise ratios can be justified. The similarity of the full width at half-height of the signal at 3.2 ppm in the healthy kidneys and the RCC tumors suggested that the potential influence of line-width variations on the results was not significant. This result justified the use of peak amplitude as a measure of the signal in the signal-to-noise analysis. This comparison of signal-to-noise ratio was sufficient to establish the significance of the difference between malignant and healthy renal tissue. Moreover, the significance of the difference in the metabolite ratio (5.4-ppm SNR/1.3-ppm SNR), which is, in effect, independent of the noise and the B 0 inhomogeneity, further verified this result. In the future, it may Fig. 1 . Magnetic resonance image and spectra of kidneys. A: axial single-shot fast-spin echo image of the abdomen of 1 of the healthy volunteers demonstrating the right kidney. The location of the magnetic resonance spectroscopy (MRS) voxel in the kidney is outlined by a white square and marked with an arrow. B: typical breath-hold MRS spectrum of the healthy kidney from the voxel shown in A. The resonance at 5.4 -5.6 ppm was attributed to C6 of cholesterol and the unsaturated parts of the olefinic region of fatty acids (CholϩUnSat). The resonance at 4.7 ppm is due to the residual water signal, and its peak was cut due to magnification of the spectrum. The resonance at 3.2 ppm was attributed to trimethylamine (TMA) moiety of choline metabolites. The resonance at 1.3 ppm was attributed to the methylenes of fatty acids, triglycerides, and phospholipids (Lip1), and the resonance at 0.9 ppm was attributed to the terminal methyls of fatty acids, triglycerides, and phospholipids and cholesterol methyls (Lip2). C: expanded chemical shift range (6.5-5 ppm) of the spectrum shown in B demonstrating the CholϩUnSat resonance at 5.4 ppm (arrow). D: same chemical shift range in a spectrum of a kidney from a different healthy volunteer showing the CholϩUnSat resonance at 5.4 ppm. E: same chemical shift range in a spectrum of a tumor-free kidney of a renal cell carcinoma patient, showing a similar CholϩUnSat resonance at 5.4 ppm. The image of this kidney is shown in Fig. 2A , and the MRS voxel of this spectrum is outlined by a dotted white line. be possible to use an external reference and determine the absolute concentrations of the metabolites that are visible in abdominal MRS.
Previous in vivo proton MRS studies of tissue metabolic profiling have focused on signals in the range of 2-4 ppm, and methods that suppress the spectral regions outside this range have been utilized (22, 25) . Here, we show that the signal at 5.4 ppm (of cholesterol and unsaturated fatty acids) may yield important diagnostic information, with added diagnostic value of the signal at 1.3 ppm (of lipids), suggesting that the detection of these signals in the kidney may be beneficial and should not be compromised.
Partial water suppression enabled the detection of the metabolites while an internal reference for frequency registration was maintained. We did not attempt to reproduce the extent of water suppression from one patient to another. Nevertheless, in the same exam, to ensure that the spectra were recorded from a single region of interest, the spectra were visually inspected before summation to verify reproducible water and lipid signal amplitudes and their relative content.
Excised human renal tissues show more esterified cholesterol and less free cholesterol in RCC compared with healthy kidney tissue, and a decrease in the total unsaturation of the olefinic part of fatty acids was also found in the renal malignancies (29) . The resonance at 5.4 ppm has been attributed to cholesterol (specifically in micelles) (5) and to the unsaturated olefinic regions of fatty acids, although the ability to detect cholesterol in the vesicular phases has been debated (3). Either way, the absence of the signal at 5.4 ppm from the in vivo spectra of RCC appears to be in agreement with the previous ex vivo findings. The signal at 5.4 ppm was previously observed in non-breath-hold spectra of the kidneys of healthy volunteers (4); however, it did not appear to be detected in water-soluble extracts of healthy human and bovine kidney (4, 27) , suggesting that indeed the molecules that give rise to this signal are lipid soluble. In proton MRS of lipidic extracts (27) of renal tissues and in proton magic angle spinning MRS of intact renal specimens (26) , the signal at 5.4 ppm was observed in both healthy and malignant renal tissues. The resonance at 5.4 ppm is due to both esterified cholesterol and free cholesterol. However, the esterified form of cholesterol in RCC specimens was found to be bound to oleate (29) , and this large increase in the size of the molecule might limit its detection in vivo, as opposed to its detection in extracts or in magic angle spinning, which would not be affected by oleate binding. Therefore, a decrease in unsaturation of fatty acids and a shift from free cholesterol to bound cholesterol may be the biochemical basis that underlies the absence of the signal at 5.4 ppm in the RCC in vivo spectra.
Because the inclusion of more lipids in the voxel may result in an increase in the concentration of the unsaturated olefinic region and therefore an increase in the signal at 5.4 ppm that is not relevant to the underlying biochemical alterations of the malignant tissues, we calculated the ratio of the 5.4-ppm signal to that of the 1.3-ppm signal (whereas the latter may be correlated with the lipid content in the voxel). This ratio was significantly lower in the RCC, suggesting that this ratio may Values are means Ϯ SD. SNR, signal-to-noise ratio (MATERIALS AND METHODS). The data from the right kidney of each volunteer are reported. *Statistically significant difference between renal cell carcinoma to healthy kidneys, tied P ϭ 0.0003 on Mann-Whitney U-test. This analysis included 11 of 14 renal cell carcinoma 5.4-ppm SNR/1.3-ppm SNR values. The other 3 tumors did not show a signal at 1.3 ppm. †Detected in 2 of 14 spectra. The 2 detected SNR values for the 5.4-ppm signal in renal cell carcinoma were 55.1 and 5.6. In the other 12 spectra of renal cell carcinoma, the signal at 5.4 ppm was not detected. Fig. 2 . Magnetic resonance image and spectrum of a renal cell carcinoma. A: axial image of the abdomen of 1 of the patients demonstrating the tumor (right) and a tumor-free kidney (left). The location of the MRS voxel in the tumor is outlined by a solid white line. The location of the MRS voxel in the tumor-free kidney is outlined by a dotted white line, and the spectrum of this voxel is shown in Fig. 1E . B: typical breath-hold MRS spectrum of the tumor from the voxel in A. The resonance at 4.7 ppm is due to the residual water signal, and its peak was cut due to magnification of the spectrum. The resonance at 3.2 ppm was attributed to TMA moiety of choline metabolites. The resonance at 1.3 ppm was attributed to the methylenes of fatty acids, triglycerides, and phospholipids (Lip1), and overlapped the resonance at 0.9 ppm that was attributed to the terminal methyls of fatty acids, triglycerides, and phospholipids and cholesterol methyls (Lip2). Note the absence of resonance at 5.4 ppm. be a useful marker for renal malignancy and may potentially aid in monitoring treatment.
Previously, the presence of the signal at 3.2 ppm (attributed to choline metabolites) was found to be a marker of malignancy in the breast (9) . Elevation of the magnitude of this signal compared with normal tissue was found in malignant tumors of the brain and prostate (12, 18, 31) . In our study, the level of this signal was found to be similar in malignant and healthy renal tissue. However, choline metabolism is tissue specific (10) . The kidney has an important role in eliminating excess circulating choline from the body to prevent cholinergic intoxication, and choline metabolites are osmolytes that are important in renal function (2, 32) . The results of this study further demonstrate the importance of interpreting pathological metabolic findings in the context of the healthy tissue.
In conclusion, our results suggest that proton MRS may provide additional information to assist in the characterization of renal masses and possibly in the monitoring of new treatment regimens. Further research focusing on the assessment of the sensitivity and specificity of the 5.4 ppm-to-1.3 ppm ratio for renal masses and on the longitudinal MRS evaluation for determining RCC response to therapy is required.
